
Title of the curriculum/curricula:  Economics, Business Management and Statistics 

Type and level of studies: Undergraduate academic studies 

Subject title: German Language for economists 4 

Teacher (Name, first letter of one parent’s name, last name): Danka D. Stojakovic 

Subject status: Optional 

Number of ECTS: 4 

Prerequisite: none 

Subject objective 

Acquiring a high level of communicative competence, enhancing vocabulary skills, further improving of 

economics terminology, advance in language and grammar.  

Subject outcome   
Once they have gained the required knowledge of the subject matter, the students should be able to show 

a high level of language proficiency in both spoken and written German, provide a structured argument to 

support their opinions, use specific German sentence structures with accuracy, confidently and 

competently use the provided economics vocabulary. 

Subject content  

Mastering the specific language of the content area necessary for conducting business meetings, 

communicating over the phone and other media, negotiating and contracting, presenting products, firms, 

persons, and opinions, introducing and suitably presenting oneself as a well-educated person who 

appreciates other cultures and customs. Understanding texts on international financial institutions, 

tourism, ecology, energy, social market economy, presentations of famous German brands, presentation 

of a Serbian brand of choice, globalization, work and leisure. 

Literature  
Uzelac, S.: Nemacki jezik za ekonomiste, Faculty of Economics, Belgrade 2011 

Vuckovic-Stojanovic, M.: 55 poslovnih pisama, Belgrade 2006 

Buhlmann, R.: Praesentieren und Verhandeln, Goethe Institut Inter Nationes 2005 

J.Mueller, H.Bock:Grundwortschatz Deutsch, Langenscheidt 2005 

Number of active teaching lessons  Other lessons 
0 Lectures: 

4 
Practice 
classes: 

0 

Other forms of 
teaching: 0 

Study research work: 0 

 

Teaching methods 
A variety of teaching methods in accordance with a particular unit (lecture, presentation, discussion, 

conversation, role-playing, translation). 

Grading (maximum number of points 100) 

Pre-examination obligations Points Final exam  Points  

Activities during lectures  10 Written exam  

 

35 

Practice lessons  

 

10 Oral exam 25 

Colloquium/a  20 ..........  

Semester papers     

 

 


